
Causes of Flooding in the NT
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Flooding at Tin Ping Shan,
Sheung Shui (9 June 2001)

Flooding has mostly occurred in the natural flood-plains and low-lying areas of the NT. With
the rapid development of the NT, the storage capacity of the natural ground has been
reduced, aggravating the flooding problem.

2,300

Every year, Hong Kong receives an average rainfall of about 2,300mm, the highest among the
major Pacific Rim cities. Most of the rain falls in the summer between May and September.



A Comprehensive Flood Prevention Strategy

To alleviate flooding effectively, we have drawn up a comprehensive flood prevention
strategy that is compatible with the local geographic conditions and the needs of the
community.

New flood prevention
infrastructure

Land use management
and legislative measures

New flood prevention standards

Desilting river channels

Short term improvement
measures



Training Major Rivers

Much of the NT consists of natural flood-plains. We are implementing large scale river
training projects to improve the general flooding situation and village flood protection
schemes to protect low-lying villages from flooding.

Schematic layout of river training works

By straightening, widening and
deepening river channels, we
increase the flow capacity of major
rivers in the NT.



Protecting Low-lying Villages

Installation of
screw pump

Floodwater
pumping station
under construction

Layout of Village Flood
Protection Scheme

Under the Village Flood Protection Scheme, embankments are built around a low-lying
village to protect it from overflowing floodwater during heavy rainstorms. Rainwater
collected within the village is diverted to a flood storage pond and then pumped to the
drainage channel outside the embankment.

Kiu Tau Wai and San Tin villages are
now protected from flooding



Flood Warning Facilities in the NT

When water rises to certain levels, flood
warnings will be issued to warn villagers to
take appropriate precautionary measures

River gauges are installed in the main rivers to
monitor and record variations of water levels during

heavy rains. Using computerized equipment, other
departments are notified for assistance

Flood shelters are available
for the use of villagers

affected by heavy rainstorms

Apart from improving the drainage system, facilities are in place to monitor the flow
conditions in major rivers and to provide flood warnings to nearby villagers.



Progressive Relief of Flooding in the NT

1999 2001

In northern NT, the flooding situation in low-lying areas
around Lo Wu has improved progressively since the
completion of the Shenzhen River Regulation Project,
between Lo Wu and Deep Bay, in mid 1999 and the lower
reaches of River Indus in early 2001

Since completion of river training works for Shan Pui River and
the lower reaches of Kam Tin River, the flooding situation in the
northwestern NT has been substantially alleviated

2002 2005

Upon progressive completion from 2002 to 2005 of major drainage projects in the NT
and the Shenzhen River Regulation Project Stage III, the flooding situation in the
northern NT will be further improved.



Progressive Relief of Flooding in the NT

19 26 

Today, there are 19 village flood protection schemes in operation, protecting over
20,000 people in 26 low-lying villages from flooding.

11

No major flooding reports have been received from the
low-lying villages in Tin Shui Wai, Yuen Long and Kam
Tin since completion of the 11 schemes in these areas

The Sheung Shui scheme protects the life
and property of about 10,000 residents

2000
2000 2001

The San Tin scheme was completed in April 2000.
Over 3,000 people in seven villages in the area were
protected from flooding during the summers of 2000
and 2001




